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8 TRAFFIC STOPS 28 BAKER ACTS 1 

WATCH COMMANDER:    Cmdr. Welker DATE:   7/16/2019 

TYPE CASE# LOCATION SUMMARY 

Disturbance 
Domestic 

19-66454 John Anderson 
Hwy 

Units responded to the residence in reference to a disturbance 
between father, S1, and daughter, V1.  Investigation revealed S1 
grabbed V1 by her hair and forced her out of the residence, where 
she fell and sustained an apparent minor scrape.  S1 was arrested in 
reference to battery-domestic.  Report by Deputy T. Yeoman. 

Disturbance 
Domestic 

19-66463 Belle Harbor Ct The victim reported that she was involved in a verbal argument 
with her intoxicated adult daughter, S1, that later became physical. 
During the argument S1 punched the victim in the face and 
slammed her into walls, leaving visible marks on her face that were 
consistent with the explanation of events. As the victim was 
reporting this incident a 911 operator, S1 grabbed the phone from 
the victim and threw it off the 3rd floor balcony to interfere with 
the 911 call. S1 was placed under arrest for domestic battery and 
tampering with a witness and was transported to the Flagler County 
Inmate Facility without incident.   Report by Deputy FIveash 

Disturbance 
Domestic 

19-66477 Wood Ash Lane S1 was placed under arrest for domestic battery after kicking in his 
adult son’s bedroom door and striking him multiple times due to 
wanted a cell phone and him out of the residence.  Report made by 
Deputy Dawson 

Baker Act 19-66534 Farmsworth Dr 
@ Fallen Oak Dr 

Juvenile male was placed in custody under a baker act and 
transported to Halifax Hospital.   Deputy Fiveash 

Stolen Tag 19-66440 County Road 305 Delayed report of a stolen license plate from a motorcycle.  The 
vehicle and license plate was left at a repair shop behind the White 
Eagle Lounge, possibly called “Knuckleheads”; plate was to be 
attached by the shop.  Vehicle was picked up May 2019, however, it 
was not observed if the license plate was or was not attached.  
Incident occurred between August 2017 and the date of this report.  
Florida motorcycle handicap license plate “ZJ0X” and registration 
decal “00885686” entered into FCIC/NCIC as stolen.  Report by 
Deputy J. Crosbee. 
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